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Introduction. The motive for investigating the class L
w of functions belonging to all Z>-classes has no measure-theoretic origin: it was our desire to discover whether or not in every convex metric ring 1 R one could find a system { U] of convex neighborhoods of 0 having the property that/, g E U implies f g G U. We show here that Z, w has no proper convex open set U containing 0 and satisfying the relation UUQ U, thus supplying the desired counter-example.
The significance of neighborhood systems of the type {If} described above is made somewhat clearer by a proof that they insure the existence and continuity of entire functions (for example, the exponential function) on the topological ring R.
Such neighborhood systems { U} are always present in rings of continuous real-valued functions over any space, provided that convergence means uniform convergence on compact sets.
We also consider the relation of L°°, L°, and the 2>-classes, since L u does not seem ever to have been discussed as a topological and algebraic entity. PROOF. There exists a p^l and an e>0 such that ||/||p^e implies ƒ G U. Therefore a function ƒ having values not greater than h on a set of measure not greater than (e/h) p t and vanishing elsewhere, must lie in U, together with all its powers ƒ 2 ,/ 3 , • • • . Let h = 2, and set m = (e/2) p , for brevity. Consider any function g which has the value b on a set S of measure a, and vanishes elsewhere. Suppose k is any integer such that a S nik. Select an integer n such that bk g 2 n . Now we can cover 5 by k nonoverlapping subsets of measure not greater than m and define Now any function g' assuming only a finite number of values is a linear combination, with positive constants whose sum is 1, of such functions as g. Therefore these functions lie in U.
Since these functions g' are known to be dense in L°° and thus in L u , we have U a dense, open convex set in L. Thus C/=Z>\ COROLLARY. The topology assigned to D* cannot be defined by any norm. 5. Entire functions in rings» Of course Theorem 2 shows more about Z> than is needed for a counter-example to the proposition mentioned in the introduction, as will appear from the following theorem, and the fact that e ,log Since R is assumed complete, P(f) converges to a limit. The continuity of P can be proved as follows:
where g»-(/+*)* fl -^, +1 .
Let U be a neighborhood of the system { U}, and suppose ƒ//G £/ where 0 <t < oo. Select a real number a, a > 1 a x | (/ + 1) + | a 2 1 (/ + 1)2 + . . . , ail, and require A to be so close to zero that aA£ £7.
There is no point in writing down the expansion of g n since terms cannot be collected when R is not commutative. However, each term will contain h, and if g n is written as a sum of products of powers of f/t and A, the coefficients will add up to (/ + l) n -t n . Since/// and ah lie in U t and UUQ U, we have *»-(*+ l)-*fr G ff, where, before dividing, we have replaced (/ + l) n -t n by (/+l) n . Now D is a linear combination of ki, hi, • • • with coefficients whose absolute values add up to less than 1, and since U is convex we conclude
Deu.
Therefore P is continuous at/.
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